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On nature and language

apparently sufficient to bind only one occurrence of the anaphor in

(51a) see the references just quoted, and also the discussion in Belletti

and Rizzi (1988); on the different behavior ofarguments and adjuncts

under reconstruction, Lebeaux (1888)).

Other cases of complex empirical patterns are not so easily re-

ducible to elementary computational principles and their interactions.

Nevertheless, the successful reduction of the theory of reconstruction

is indicative of a mode of explanation that may be generalizable to

other domains of the language faculty.

To the extent to which the fundamental minimalist question

can be positively answered, large portions of UG, as they have been

determined in decades of empirical studies, may be amenable to a

further level of explanation, which may in turn guide further inquiry on

neighboring cognitive systems, and set sharper conditions for future

attempts at unification with the brain sciences.
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Perspectives on language and mind

It would only be appropriate to begin with some of the thoughts of the

master, who does not disappoint us, even though the topics I want to

discuss are remote from his primary concerns. Galileo may have been

the first to recognize clearly the significance of the core property of

human language, and one of its most distinctive properties: the use of

finite means to express an unlimited array of thoughts. In his Dialogo,

he describes with wonder the discovery of a means to communicate

one's "most secret thoughts to any other person ... with no greater

difficulty than the various collocations of twenty-four little characters

upon a paper." This is the greatest of all human inventions, he writes,

comparable to the creations of a Michelangelo – of whom Galileo

himself was a virtual reincarnation according to the mythology con-

structed by his student and biographer Viviani, memorialized in Kant's

image of the reincarnation of Michelangelo in Newton through the

intermediary of Galileo.

Galileo was referring to alphabetic writing, but the invention

succeeds because it reflects the nature of the language that the little

Galileo Lecture, Scuola Normal Superiore, Pisa, October 1999
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On nature and language

characters are used to represent. Shortly After his death, the philos-

opher-grammarians of Port Royal took that further step, referring

to the "marvelous invention" of a means to construct "from zs
or 30 sounds that infinity of expressions, which bear no resemblance

to what takes place in our minds, yet enable us to reveal [to others]

everything that we think, and all the various movements of our soul."

The "infinity of expressions" is a form of discrete infinity, similar to

that of the natural numbers. The Port Royal theorists recognized that

"the marvelous invention" should be the central topic of the study

of language, and pursued the insight in original ways, developing

and applying ideas that became leading topics of inquiry only much

later. Some were revived and reshaped in Frege's concept of Sinn and

Bedeutung, others in the phrase structure and transformational gram-

mars of the latter part of the twentieth century. From a contemporary

point of view, the term "invention" is of course out of place, but the

core property of language that Galileo and his successors identified is

no less "marvelous" as a product of biological evolution, proceeding

in ways that lie well beyond current understanding.

The same property of human language, and its apparent bio-

logical isolation, also intrigued Charles Darwin when he turned his

attention to human evolution. In his Descent of Man, Darwin wrote

that with regard to the understanding of language, dogs appear to

be "at the same stage of development" as one-year-old infants, "who

understand many words and short sentences but cannot yet utter a

word." There is only one difference between humans and other an-

imals in this regard, Darwin held: "man differs solely in his almost

infinitely larger power of associating together the most diversified

sounds and ideas." This "association of sounds and ideas" is the

"marvelous invention" of seventeenth-century commentators, which
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perspectives on language and mind

D
arwin hoped would somehow be incorporated within the theory of

evolutio n.

The theory of evolution, not necessarily the workings of natu-

ral selection; and surely not these alone, since, trivially, they operate

within a physical "channel," the effects ofwhich are to be discovered,

not stipulated. It is also worth recalling that Darwin firmly rejected

the hyperselectionism of his close associate Alfred Russell Wallace,

which has been revived in some contemporary popular versions of

so-called "neo-Darwinism." Darwin repeatedly emphasized his con-

viction "that natural selection has been the main but not the exclusive

means of modification," taking explicit note of a range of possibili-

ties, including non-adaptive modifications and unselected functions

determined from structure, all topics that are alive in contemporary

theory of evolution.

An interest in the nature and origins of the "marvelous inven-

tion" leads to investigation of the component of the human brain that

is responsible for these unique and indeed wondrous achievements.

This language organ, or "faculty of language" as we may call it, is a

common human possession, varying little across the species as far

as we know, apart from very serious pathology. Through maturation

and interaction with the environment, the common language faculty

assumes one or another state, apparently stabilizing in several stages,

finally at about puberty. A state attained by this faculty resembles what

is called "a language" in ordinary usage, but only partially: we are

no longer surprised when notions of common sense find no place in

the effort to understand and explain the phenomena they deal with in

their own ways, another achievement of the Galilean revolution, now

taken for granted in the hard sciences but still considered controversial

beyond — inappropriately, I think.
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On nature and language

The internal language, in the technical sense, is a state of the

faculty of language. Each internal language has the means to construct

the mental objects thatwe use to express our thoughts and to interpret

the limitless array ofovert expressions thatwe encounter. Each ofthese

mental objects relates sound and meaning in a particular structured

form. A clear understanding of how a finite mechanism can construct

an infinity of objects of this kind was reached only in the twentieth cen-

tury, in work in the formal sciences. These discoveries made it possible

to address in explicit ways the task that was identified by Galileo, the

Port Royal theorists, Darwin, and some others – a scattering of others,

as far as I have been able to discover. For the past half century, a good

part of the study of language has been devoted to the investigation

of such mechanisms – called "generative grammars" in the study of

language – an important innovation in the long and rich history of

linguistics, though as always, there are precedents, in this case tracing

back to ancient India.

Darwin's formulation is misleading in several respects. It is now

understood that the linguistic achievements of infants go far beyond

what Darwin attributed to them, and that non-human organisms have

nothing like the linguistic capacities he assumed. Furthermore, asso-

ciation is not the appropriate concept. And his phrase "differs solely"

is surely inappropriate, though "primarily" might be defensible: the

property of discrete infinity is only one of many essential differences

between human language and animal systems of communication or

expression, for that matter other biological systems rather generally.

And of course, the phrase "almost infinite" must be understood to

mean "unbounded," that is, "infinite" in the relevant sense.

Nonetheless, Darwin's point is basically correct. Essential char-

acteristics of human language, such as the discrete-infinite use of

finite means that intrigued him and his distinguished predecessors,

4 8



Perspectives on language and mind

appear to be biologically isolated, and a very recent development in

human evolution, millions of years after the separation from the near-

est surviving relatives. Furthermore, the "marvelous invention" must

be present in Darwin's one-year-old, indeed in the embryo, even if not

yet manifested, just as the capacity for binocular vision, or undergoing

puberty, is part of the genetic endowment, even if manifested only at a

particular stage of maturation and under appropriate environmental

conditions
. Similar conclusions seem highly plausible in the case of

other aspects of our mental nature as well.

The concept of mental nature underwent an important revision

in the Galilean era. It was formulated in a novel way, in fairly clear

terms — and I think it can be argued, for the last time: the concept soon

collapsed, and nothing has replaced it since. The concept of mind was

framed in terms of what was called "the mechanical philosophy," the

idea that the natural world is a complex machine that could in principle

be constructed by a skilled artisan. "The world was merely a set of

Archimedian simple machines hooked together," Galileo scholar Peter

Machamer observes, "or a set of colliding corpuscles that obeyed the

laws ofmechanical collision." The world is something like the intricate

clocks and other automata that excited the scientific imagination of

that era, much as computers do today— and the shift is, in an important

sense, not fundamental, as Alan Turing showed sixty years ago.

Within the framework of the mechanical philosophy, Descartes

developed his theory of mind and mind—body dualism, still the locus

classicus ofmuch discussion ofour mental nature, a serious misunder-

standing, I believe. Descartes himself pursued a reasonable course. He

sought to demonstrate that the inorganic and organic world could be

explained in terms of the mechanical philosophy. But he argued that

fundamental aspects of human nature escape these bounds and can-

not be accommodated in these terms. His primary example was human
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On nature and language

language: in particular, that "marvelous invention" of a means to ex-

press our thoughts in novel and limitless ways that are constrained

by our bodily state but not determined by it; that are appropriate to

situations but not caused by them, a crucial distinction; and that evoke

in others thoughts that they could have expressed in similar ways — a

collection ofproperties thatwe may call "the creative use of language."

More generally, Descartes held, "free will is in itself the noblest

thing we can have" and all that "truly belongs" to us. As his followers

expressed the thesis, humans are only "incited and inclined" to act

in certain ways, not "compelled" (or random). In this respect they are

unlike machines, a category thatincludes the entire non-human world,

they held.

For the Cartesians generally, the "creative aspect" of ordinary

use of language was the most striking illustration of our noblest gift.

It relies crucially on the "marvelous invention," the mechanisms re-

sponsible for providing the "infinity of expressions" for expressing

our thoughts and for understanding other people, though it relies on

far more than that.

Thatwe ourselves have these noble qualities ofmindwe know by

reflection; we attribute them to others, in the Cartesian model, by "best

theory" arguments, as they are now called: only in this way can we deal

with the problem of "other minds." Body and mind are two substances,

one an extended substance, the other a thinking substance, res cogitans.

The former falls within the mechanical philosophy, the latter not.

Adopting the mechanical philosophy, "Galileo forged a new

model of intelligibility for human understanding," Machamer argues

plausibly, with "new criteria for coherent explanations of natural phe-

nomena" based on the picture oftheworld as an elaborate machine. For

Galileo, and leading figures in the early modern scientific revolution

generally, true understanding requires a mechanical model, a device

5 0
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that an artisan could construct. Thus he rejected traditional theories

oftides because we cannot "duplicate [them] by means ofappropriate

artificial devices."

The Galilean model of intelligibility has a corollary: when mech-

anism fails, understanding fails. The apparent inadequacies of me-

chanical explanation for cohesion, attraction, and other phenomena

led Galileo finally to reject "the vain presumption of understanding

everything. " Worse yet, "there is not a single effect in nature ... such

that the most ingenious theorist can arrive ata complete understanding

of it." For mind, the Galilean model plainly fails, as Descartes convinc-

ingly showed. Though much more optimistic than Galileo about the

prospects for mechanical explanation, Descartes nevertheless specu-

lated that the workings of res cogitans may lie beyond human under-

standing. He thought that we may not "have intelligence enough" to

understand the creative aspect of language use and other manifesta-

tions of mind, though "there is nothing that we comprehend more

clearly and perfectly" than our possession of these capacities, and "it

would be absurd to doubt that of which we inwardly experience and

perceive as existing within ourselves, just because we do not compre-

hend a matter which from its nature we know to be incomprehensible."

He goes too far in saying that we "know" the matter to be incomprehen-

sible, but anyone committed to the belief that humans are biological

organisms, not angels, will recognize that human intelligence has spe-

cific scope and limits, and that much of what we seek to understand

might lie beyond these limits.

The fact that res cogitans escapes the model of intelligibility that

animated the modern scientific revolution is interesting, but in a

way not important. The reason is that the entire model quickly col-

lapsed, confirming Galileo's worst fears. Newton demonstrated, to

his dismay, that nothing in nature falls within the mechanical model

5 1
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of intelligibility that seemed to be the merest common sense to the

creators of modern science. Newton regarded his discovery of action

at a distance, in violation of the basic principles of the mechanical

philosophy, as "so great an Absurdity that I believe no Man who has

in philosophical matters a competent Faculty of thinking, can ever fall

into it." Nonetheless, he was forced to conclude that the Absurdity

"does really exist." "Newton had no physical explanation of it at all,"

two contemporary scholars observe, a deep problem for him and emi-

nent contemporaries who "accused him of reintroducing occult qual-

ities," with no "physical, material substrate" that "human beings can

understand" (Betty Dobbs and Margaret Jacob). In the words of one

of the founders of modern Galilean studies, Alexander Koyré, Newton

demonstrated that "a purely materialistic or mechanistic physics" is

"impossible."

To the end of his life, Newton sought to escape the absurdity,

as did Euler, D'Alembert, and many since, but in vain. Nothing has

lessened the force of David Hume's judgment that by refuting the self-

evident mechanical philosophy, Newton "restored [Nature's] ultimate

secrets to that obscurity in which they ever did and ever will remain."

Later discoveries, introducing still more extreme "Absurdities," only

entrenched more deeply the realization that the natural world is not

comprehensible to human intelligence, at least in the sense anticipated

by the founders of modern science.

While recognizing the Absurdity, Newton defended himself

vigorously against the criticism of continental scientists – Huygens,

Leibniz, and others – who charged him with reintroducing the "occult

qualities" of the despised scholastic philosophers. The occult qual-

ities of the Aristotelians were vacuous, Newton wrote, but his new

principles, while unfortunately occult, nevertheless had substantive

content. "To derive two or three general Principles of Motion from
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Phaenomena, and afterwards to tell us how the properties and Actions

ofall corporal Things follow from those manifest Principles, would be

a very great step in Philosophy," Newton wrote, "though the Causes of

those Principles be not yet discover'd." Newton was formulating a new

and weaker model of intelligibility, one with roots in what has been

called the "mitigated skepticism" of the British scientific tradition,

which had abandoned as hopeless the search for the "first springs of

natural motions" and other natural phenomena, keeping to the much

more modest effort to develop the best theoretical account we can.

The implications for the theory of mind were immediate, and

immediately recognized. Mind—body dualism is no longer tenable, be-

cause there is no notion of body. It is common in recent years to ridicule

Descartes's "ghost in the machine," and to speak of "Descartes's

error" in postulating a second substance: mind, distinct from body.

It is true that Descartes was proven wrong, but not for those reasons.

Newton exorcised the machine; he left the ghost intact. It was the

first substance, extended matter, that dissolved into mysteries. We can

speak intelligibly of physical phenomena (processes, etc.) as we speak

of the real truth or the real world, but without supposing that there is

some other truth or world. For the natural sciences, there are mental

aspects oftheworld, alongwith optical, chemical, organic, and others.

The categories need not be firm or distinct, or conform to common-

sense intuition, a standard for science that was finally abandoned with

Newton's discoveries, along with the demand for "intelligibility" as

conceived by Galileo and early modern science rather generally.

In this view, mental aspects of the world fall together with

the rest of nature. Galileo had argued that "At present we need

only . . . investigate and demonstrate certain of the properties of

motion which is accelerated," putting aside the question of "the cause

of the acceleration of natural motion." After Newton, the guiding
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principle was extended to all of science. The eighteenth-century

English chemist Joseph Black recommended that "chemical affinity

be received as a first principle, which we cannot explain any more

than Newton could explain gravitation, and let us defer accounting

for the laws of affinity, till we have established such a body of doc-

trine as [Newton] has established concerning the laws ofgravitation."

Chemistry proceeded along that course. It established a rich body

of doctrine, achieving its "triumphs ...in isolation from the newly

emerging science of physics," a leading historian of chemistry points

out (Arnold Thackray). Well into the twentieth century, prominent

scientists regarded molecules and chemical properties as basically

calculating devices; understanding of these matters was then vastly

beyond anything known about mental reality. Unification was finally

achieved sixty-five years ago, but only after physics had undergone

radical revision, departing even more from common-sense intuitions.

Notice that it was unification, not reduction. Chemistry not only

seemed irreducible to the physics of the day, but indeed was.

All of this conveys important lessons for the study of mind.

Though they should be far more obvious to us today, they were already

clear after Newton's demolition of the mechanical philosophy. And

they were drawn at once, pursuing John Locke's suggestion that God

might have chosen to "superadd to matter a faculty of thinking" just as

he "annexed effects to motion which we can in no way conceive motion

able to produce." In Newton's words, defending his postulation of in-

nate active principles in matter, "God, who gave animals self-motion

beyond our understanding, is, without doubt, able to implant other

principles of motion in bodies, which we may understand as little."

Motion of the limbs, thinking, acts of will — all are "beyond our un-

derstanding," though we can seek to find "general principles" and

"bodies of doctrine" that give us a limited grasp of their fundamental
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nature. Such ideas led naturally to the conclusion that properties of

mind arise from "the organization of the nervous system itself," that

those properties "termed mental" are the resultofthe "organical struc-

ture " of the brain just as matter "is possessed of powers of attraction

and repulsion" that act at a distance (La Mettrie, Joseph Priestley). It

is not clear what might be a coherent alternative.

A century later, Darwin expressed his agreement. He asked,

rhetorically, "Why is thought, being a secretion of the brain, more

wonderful than gravity, a property of matter?" Essentially Locke's sug-

gestion, as elaborated by Priestley and others. It is well to remember,

however, that the problems raised by the Cartesians were never ad-

dressed. There is no substantial "body of doctrine" about the ordi-

nary creative use oflanguage or other manifestations of our "noblest"

quality. And lacking that, questions of unification cannot be seriously

raised.

The modern cognitive sciences, linguistics included, face prob-

lems much like those of chemistry from the collapse of the mechanical

philosophy until the 193os, when the bodies of doctrine that chemists

had developed were unified with a radically revised physics. Contem-

porary neuroscience commonly puts forth, as its guiding idea, the

thesis that "Things mental, indeed minds, are emergent properties of

brains," while recognizing that "these emergences are not regarded

as irreducible but are produced by principles that control the interac-

tions between lower-level events — principles we do not yet understand"

(Vernon Mountcastle). The thesis is often presented as an "astonishing

hypothesis," "the bold assertion that mental phenomena are entirely

natural and caused by the neurophysiological activities of the brain,"

a "radical new idea" in the philosophy of mind that may at last put to

rest Cartesian dualism, some believe, while others express doubt that

the apparent chasm between body and mind can really be bridged.
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These are not, however, the proper ways to look at the matter.

The thesis is old, not new; it closely paraphrases Priestley and others,

two centuries ago. It is, furthermore, a virtual corollary of the col-

lapse of mind–body dualism as Newton undermined the concept of

matter, in any intelligible sense, and left science with the problems of

constructing "bodies of doctrine" in various domains of inquiry, and

seeking unification.

How unification might take place, or whether it can be achieved

by human intelligence or even in principle, we will not know until

we know. Speculation is as idle as it was in chemistry early in the

twentieth century. And chemistry is hard science, just beyond physics

in the misleading hierarchy of "reductionism." Integration of mental

aspects of the world with others appears to be a distant goal. Even for

insects, the so-called "language of the bees" for example, problems

of neural realization and evolution are barely at the horizon. It is,

perhaps, surprising to find that such problems are lively topics of

speculation for the vastly more complex and obscure systems of human

higher mental faculties, language and others; and that we regularly

hear confident pronouncements about the mechanisms and evolution

of such faculties – for humans, not for bees; for bees the problems are

understood to be too hard. Commonly the speculations are offered as

solutions to the mind–body problem, but that can hardly be, since the

problem has had no coherent formulation for 300 years.

For the present, the study of language and other higher human

mental faculties is proceeding much as chemistry did, seeking to

"establish a rich body of doctrine," with an eye to eventual unification,

but without any clear idea of how this might take place.

Some of the bodies of doctrine that are under investigation are

rather surprising in their implications. Thus, it now seems possible

to take seriously an idea that a few years ago would have seemed

5 6
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outlandish: that the language organ of the brain approaches a kind

of optimal design. For simple organic systems, conclusions of this

sort seem very reasonable, and even partially understood. If a very re-

cent emergent organ that is central to human existence in fact does

approach optimal design, that would suggest that, in some unknown

way, it may be the result of the functioning of physical and chemical

laws for a brain that has reached a certain level of complexity. And fur-

ther questions arise for general evolution that are by no means novel,

but that have been somewhat at the margins of inquiry until fairly

recently. I am thinking of the work of D'Arcy Thompson and Alan

Turing, to mention two of the most prominent modern figures.

Similar conceptions, now emerging in a certain form in the study

of language, also had a central place in Galileo's thought. In studying

acceleration, he wrote, "we have been guided ... by our insight into

the character and properties of nature's other works, in which nature

generally employs only the least elaborate, the simplest and easiest of

means. For I do not believe that anybody could imagine that swim-

ming or flying could be accomplished in a simpler or easier way than

that which fish and birds actually use by natural instinct." In a more

theological vein, he held that God "always complies with the easiest

and simplest rules, so that His power could be all the more revealed

through His most difficult ways." Galileo was guided by the ontologi-

cal principle that "Nature is perfect and simple and creates nothing in

vain," historian of science Pietro Redondi observes.

The theory of evolution adopts a more complex picture. Evolu-

tion is a "tinkerer," in François Jacob's often quoted phrase. It does the

best it can with the materials at hand, but the best may be convoluted,

a result of path-dependent evolution, and under physical constraints

and often conflicting adaptive demands. Nonetheless, the conception

of the perfection of nature remains a vital component ofcontemporary
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inquiry into organic nature, at least in its simpler aspects: the poly-

hedral shells of viruses, cell-division into spheres, the appearance of

the Fibonacci series in many phenomena of nature, and other aspects

of the biological world. How far this goes is a matter of speculation

and debate.

Very recently, the issues have come to the fore in the study of lan-

guage. It has become possible to pose in a productive way the question

of "perfection of language": specifically, to ask how closely human

language approaches an optimal solution to design conditions that

the system must meet to be usable at all. To the extent that the ques-

tion receives a positive answer, we will have found that nature has – in

Galileo's words – "employed the least elaborate, the simplest and eas-

iest of means," but in a domain where this would hardly be expected:

a very recent and apparently isolated product of evolution, a central

component of the most complex organic object known, a component

that is surely at the core of our mental nature, cultural achievement,

and curious history.

Perhaps I might add one final remark about the limits of under-

standing. Many of the questions that inspired the modern scientific

revolution are not even on the agenda. These include issues of will

and choice, which were taken to be at the heart of the mind–body

problem before it was undermined by Newton. There has been very

valuable work about how an organism executes a plan for integrated

motor action – how a cockroach walks, or a person reaches for a cup

on the table. But no one even raises the question of why this plan

is executed rather than some other one, except for the very simplest

organisms. Much the same is true even for visual perception, some-

times considered to be a passive or reflexive operation. Recently two

cognitive neuroscientists published a review of progress in solving a

problem posed in î85o by Helmholtz: "even without moving our eyes,
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we can focus our attention on different objects at will, resulting in very

different perceptual experiences of the same visual field." The phrase

"at will" points to an area beyond serious empirical inquiry. It remains

as much of a mystery as it was for Newton at the end of his life, when

he was still seeking some "subtle spirit" that lies hidden in all bod-

ies and that might, without "absurdity," account for their properties

of attraction and repulsion, the nature and effects of light, sensation,

and the way "members of animal bodies move at the command of the

will" — all comparable mysteries for Newton, perhaps even "beyond

our understanding," like the "principles of motion."

It has become standard practice in the last few years to describe

the problem of consciousness as "the hard problem," others being

within our grasp, now or imminently. I think there are good reasons

to treat such pronouncements with at least "mitigated skepticism,"

particularly when we recognize how sharply understanding declines

beyond the simplest systems of nature. History also suggests caution.

In the Galilean era, the nature of motion was the "hard problem."

"Springing or Elastic Motions" are the "hard rock in Philosophy,"

Sir William Petty observed, proposing ideas that resemble those soon

developed much more richly by Newton. The "hard problem" was that

bodies that seem to our senses to be at rest are in a "violent" state, with

"a strong endeavor to fly off or recede from one another," in Robert

Boyle's words. The problem, he felt, is as obscure as "the Cause and

Nature" of gravity, thus supporting his belief in "an intelligent Author

or Disposer of Things." Even the skeptical Newtonian Voltaire argued

that the ability of humans to "produce a movement" where there was

none shows that "there is a God who gave movement" to matter. To

Henry More, the transfer of motion from one body to another was an

ultimate mystery: ifa blue ball hits a red ball, the motion is transferred,

but not the color, though both are qualities of the moving blue ball.
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These "hard problems" were not solved; rather, abandoned as

science turned to its more modest post-Newtonian course. That has

been recognized by leading historians of science. Friedrich Lange, in

his classic scholarly history of materialism a century ago, observed that

we have simply "accustomed ourselves to the abstract notion of forces,

or rather to a notion hovering in a mystic obscurity between abstrac-

don and concrete comprehension," a "turning-point" in the history of

materialism that removes the doctrine far from the "genuine Material-

ists" of the seventeenth century, and deprives it of much significance.

Their "hard problems" disappeared, and there has been little notice-

able progress in addressing the other "hard problems" that seemed

no less mysterious to Descartes, Newton, Locke and other leading

figures, including the "free will" that is "the noblest thing" we have,

manifested most strikingly in normal language use, they believed, for

reasons that we should not lightly dismiss.

For some of these mysteries, extraordinary bodies of doctrine

have been developed in the past several hundred years, some of the

greatest achievements of the human intellect. And there have been

remarkable feats of unification as well. How remote the remaining

mountain peaks may be, and even just where they are, one can only

guess. Within the range of feasible inquiry, there is plenty of work

to be done in understanding mental aspects of the world, including

human language. And the prospects are surely exciting. We would do

well, however, to keep in some corner ofour minds Hume's conclusion

about "Nature's ultimate secrets" and the "obscurity in which they ever

did and ever will remain," and particularly the reasoning that led him

to that judgment, and its confirmation in the subsequent history of

the hard sciences. These are matters that are sometimes too easily

forgotten, I suspect, and that merit serious reflection – possibly, some

day, even constructive scientific inquiry.



Chapter 3

Language and the brain

The right way to address the announced topic would be to review the

fundamental principles of language and the brain and to show how

they can be unified, perhaps on the model of chemistry and physics

sixty-five years ago, or the integration of parts of biology within the

complex a few years later. But that course I am not going to try to

attempt. One of the few things I can say about this topic with any con-

fidence is that I do not begin to know enough to approach it in the

right way. With less confidence I suspect it may be fair to say that

current understanding falls well short of laying the basis for the uni-

fication of the sciences of the brain and higher mental faculties, lan-

guage among them, and that many surprises may lie along the way to

what seems a distant goal – which would itself come as no surprise

if the classical examples I mentioned are indeed a realistic model.

This somewhat skeptical assessment of current prospects dif-

fers from two prevalent but opposing views. The first holds that the

skepticism is unwarranted, or more accurately, profoundly in error,

because the question of unification does not even arise. It does not

arise for psychology as the study of mind, because the topic does not

fall within biology, a position taken to define the "computer model of

C-/lOM414 #V,
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mind";' nor for language, because language is an extra-human object,

the standard view within major currents of philosophy of mind and

language, and also put forth recently by prominent figures in neuro-

science and ethology. At least that is what the words seem to imply; the

intentions may be different. I will return to some prominent current

examples.

A contrasting view holds that the problem of unification does

arise, but that the skepticism is unwarranted. Unification of the brain

and cognitive sciences is an imminent prospect, overcoming Cartesian

dualism. This optimistic assessment is expressed forthrightly by

evolutionary biologist E. O. Wilson in a recent publication of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences devoted to the brain, sum-

marizing the state of the art, and seems to be shared rather broadly:

"Researchers now speak confidently ofa coming solution to the brain–

mind problem."' Similar confidence has been expressed for half a

century, including announcements by eminent figures that the brain–

mind problem has been solved.

We can, then, identify several points of view with regard to the

general problem of unification:

(r) There is no issue: language and higher mental faculties

generally are not part of biology.

(2) They belong to biology in principle, and any constructive

approach to the study of human thought and its expression,

or of human action and interaction, relies on this assumption,

at least tacitly.

Category (2), in turn, has two variants: (A) unification is close at

hand; (B) we do not currently see how these parts of biology relate

to one another, and suspect that fundamental insights maybe missing

altogether.
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The last point of view, (2B), seems to me the most plausible. I

will try to indicate why, and to sketch some of the terrain that should

be covered in a careful and comprehensive overview of these topics.

As a framework for the discussion, I would like to select three

theses that seem to me generally reasonable, and have for a long time.

I will quote current formulations by leading scientists, however, not

my own versions from past years.

The first thesis is articulated by neuroscientist Vernon Mount-

castle, introducing the American Academy study I mentioned. A guid-

ing theme of the contributions, and the field generally, he observes,

is that "Things mental, indeed minds, are emergent properties of

brains, " though "these emergences are not regarded as irreducible

but are produced by principles that control the interactions between

lower level events – principles we do not yet understand."

The second thesis is methodological. It is presented clearly

by ethologist Mark Hauser in his comprehensive study Evolution of

Communication. 3 Following Tinbergen, he argues, we should adopt

four perspectives in studying "communication in the animal kingdom,

including human language." To understand some trait, we should:

(i) Seek the mechanisms that implement it, psychological and

physiological; the mechanistic perspective

(ii) Sort out genetic and environmental factors, which can also

be approached at psychological or physiological levels; the

ontogenetic perspective

(iii) Find the "fitness consequences" of the trait, its effects on

survival and reproduction; the functional perspective

(iv) Unravel "the evolutionary history of the species so that the

structure of the trait can be evaluated in light of ancestral

features"; the phylogenetic perspective
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The third thesis is presented by cognitive neuroscientist C. R .

Gallistel: 4 the "modular view of learning," which he takes to be "the

norm these days in neuroscience." According to this view, the brain in-

corporates "specialized organs," computationally specialized to solve

particular kinds of problems, as they do with great facility, apart from

"extremely hostile environments." The growth and development of

these specialized organs, sometimes called "learning," is the result

of internally directed processes and environmental effects that trigger

and shape development. The language organ is one such component

of the human brain.

In conventional terminology, adapted from earlier usage, the

language organ is the faculty of language (FL); the theory of the initial

state of FL, an expression of the genes, is universal grammar (UG);

theories ofstates attained are particulargrammars; the states themselves

are internal languages, "languages" for short. The initial state is, of

course, not manifested at birth, as in the case of other organs, say the

visual system.

Let us now look more closely at the three theses — reasonable

I think, but with qualifications — beginning with the first: "Things

mental, indeed minds, are emergent properties of brains."

The thesis is widely accepted, and is often considered a distinc-

tive and exciting contribution of the current era, if still highly contro-

versial. In the past few years it has been put forth as an "astonishing

hypothesis," "the bold assertion that mental phenomena are entirely

natural and caused by the neurophysiological activities of the brain"

and "that capacities of the human mind are in fact capacities of the

human brain"; or as a "radical new idea" in the philosophy of mind

that may at last put an end to Cartesian dualism, though some con-

tinue to believe that the chasm between body and mind cannot be

bridged.
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The picture is misleading, and itis useful to understand why. The

thesis is not new, and it should not be controversial, for reasons under-

stood centuries ago. The thesis was articulated clearly in the eighteenth

century, and for compelling reasons — though controversially then, be-

cause of affront to religious doctrines. By 1750, David Hume casually

described thought as a "little agitation of the brain." 5 A few years later

the thesis was elaborated by the eminent chemist Joseph Priestley:

"the powers of sensation or perception and thought" are properties of

"a certain organized system of matter"; properties "termed mental"

are "the result [of the] organical structure" of the brain and "the hu-

man nervous system" generally. Equivalently: "Things mental, indeed

minds, are emergent properties of brains" (Mountcastle). Priestley of

course could not say how this emergence takes place, nor can we do

much better after 200 years.

I think the brain and cognitive sciences can learn some useful

lessons from the rise of the emergence thesis in early modern science,

and the ways the natural sciences have developed since, right up to

the mid twentieth century, with the unification of physics—chemistry-

biology. Current controversies about mind and brain are strikingly

similar to debates about atoms, molecules, chemical structures and

reactions, and related matters, which were very much alive well into

the twentieth century. Similar, and in ways that I think are instructive.

The reasons for the eighteenth-century emergence thesis, re-

cently revived, were indeed compelling. The modern scientific revolu-

tion, from Galileo, was based on the thesis that the world is a great

machine, which could in principle be constructed by a master artisan,

a complex version of the clocks and other intricate automata that fas-

cinated the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, much as computers

have provided a stimulus to thought and imagination in recent years;

the change of artifacts has limited consequences for the basic issues,
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as Alan Turing demonstrated sixty years ago. The thesis – called "the

mechanical philosophy" – has two aspects: empirical and method-

ological. The factual thesis has to do with the nature of the world: it is

a machine constructed ofinteracting parts. The methodological thesis

has to do with intelligibility: true understanding requires a mechanical

model, a device that an artisan could construct.

This Galilean model of intelligibility has a corollary: when

mechanism fails, understanding fails. For this reason, when Galileo

came to be disheartened by apparent inadequacies of mechanical ex-

planation, he finally concluded that humans will never completely un-

derstand even "a single effect in nature." Descartes, in contrast, was

much more optimistic. He thought he could demonstrate that most

of the phenomena of nature could be explained in mechanical terms:

the inorganic and organic world apart from humans, but also human

physiology, sensation, perception, and action to a large extent. The

limits of mechanical explanation were reached when these human

functions are mediated by thought, a unique human possession based

on a principle that escapes mechanical explanation: a "creative" prin-

ciple that underlies acts of will and choice, which are "the noblest

thing we can have" and all that "truly belongs" to us (in Cartesian

terms). Humans are only "incited and inclined" to act in certain ways,

not "compelled" (or random), and in this respect are unlike machines –

that is, the rest of the world. The most striking example for the Carte-

sians was the normal use of language: humans can express their

thoughts in novel and limitless ways that are constrained by bodily

state but not determined by it, appropriate to situations but not caused

by them, and that evoke in others thoughts that they could have ex-

pressed in similar ways – what we may call "the creative aspect of

language use."

It is worth bearing in mind that these conclusions are correct,

as far as we know.
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In these terms, Cartesian scientists developed experimental pro-

cedures to determine whether some other creature has a mind like

ours – elaborate versions of what has been revived as the Turing test

in the past half century, though without some crucial fallacies that

have attended this revival, disregarding Turing's explicit warnings, an

interesting topic that I will put aside. 6 In the same terms, Descartes

could formulate a relatively clear mind–body problem: having estab-

lished two principles ofnature, the mechanical and mental principles,

we can ask how they interact, a major problem for seventeenth-century

science. But the problem did not survive very long. As is well known,

the entire picture collapsed when Newton established, to his great

dismay, that not only does mind escape the reach of the mechanical

philosophy, but so does everything else in nature, even the simplest

terrestrial and planetary motion. As pointed out by Alexander Koyré,

one of the founders of the modern history of science, Newton showed

that "a purely materialistic or mechanistic physics is impossible." 7

Accordingly, the natural world fails to meet the standard of intelligi-

bility that animated the modern scientific revolution. We must accept

the "admission into the body of science of incomprehensible and in-

explicable `facts' imposed upon us by empiricism," as Koyré puts the

matter.

Newton regarded his refutation ofmechanism as an "absurdity,"

but could find no way around it despite much effort. Nor could the

greatest scientists of his day, or since. Later discoveries introduced

still greater "absurdities." Nothing has lessened the force of David

Hume's judgment that by refuting the self-evident mechanical philos-

ophy, Newton "restored Nature's ultimate secrets to that obscurity in

which they ever did and ever will remain."

A century later, in his classic history of materialism, Friedrich

Lange pointed out that Newton effectively destroyed the materi-

alist doctrine as well as the standards of intelligibility and the
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expectations that were based on it: scientists have since "accustomed

ourselves to the abstract notion of forces, or rather to a notion hovering

in a mystic obscurity between abstraction and concrete comprehen-

sion," a "turning-point" in the history of materialism that removes

the surviving remnants of the doctrine far from those of the "genuine

Materialists" of the seventeenth century, and deprives them of much

significance.

Both the methodological and the empirical theses collapsed,

never to be reconstituted.

On the methodological side, standards of intelligibility were

considerably weakened. The standard that inspired the modern scien-

tific revolution was abandoned: the goal is intelligibility of theories,

not of the world – a considerable difference, which may well bring

into operation different faculties of mind, a topic some day for cog-

nitive science, perhaps. As the preeminent Newton scholar I. Bernard

Cohen put the matter, these changes "set forth a new view of science"

in which the goal is "not to seek ultimate explanations," rooted in

principles that appear to us self-evident, but to find the best theoreti-

cal account we can of the phenomena of experience and experiment. In

general, conformity to common-sense understanding is not a criterion

for rational inquiry.

On the factual side, there is no longer any concept of body, or

matter, or "the physical." There is just the world, with its various

aspects: mechanical, electromagnetic, chemical, optical, organic,

mental – categories that are not defined or delimited in an a priori way,

but are at most conveniences: no one asks whether life falls within

chemistry or biology, except for temporary convenience. In each of

the shifting domains of constructive inquiry, one can try to develop

intelligible explanatory theories, and to unify them, but no more than

that.
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The new limits of inquiry were understood by working sci-

entists. The eighteenth-century chemist Joseph Black observed that

"chemical affinity must be accepted as a first principle, which we can-

not explain any more than Newton could explain gravitation, and let

us defer accounting for the laws of affinity until we have established

such a body of doctrine as Newton has established concerning the

laws of gravitation." That is pretty much what happened. Chemistry

proceeded to establish a rich body of doctrine; "its triumphs [were]

built on no reductionist foundation but rather achieved in isolation

from the newly emerging science of physics," a leading historian of

chemistry observes.' In fact, no reductionist foundation was discov-

ered. What was finally achieved by Linus Pauling sixty-five years ago

was unification, not reduction. Physics had to undergo fundamental

changes in order to be unified with basic chemistry, departing even

more radically from common-sense notions of"the physical": physics

had to "free itself" from "intuitive pictures" and give up the hope of

"visualizing the world," as Heisenberg put it, 9 yet another long leap

away from intelligibility in the sense of the scientific revolution of the

seventeenth century.

The early modern scientific revolution also brought about what

we should properly call "the first cognitive revolution" — maybe the

only phase of the cognitive sciences to deserve the name "revolution."

Cartesian mechanism laid the groundwork for what became neuro-

physiology. Seventeenth- and eighteenth-century thinkers also devel-

oped rich and illuminating ideas about perception, language, and

thought that have been rediscovered since, sometimes only in part.

Lacking any conception of body, psychology could then — and can to-

day — only follow the path of chemistry. Apart from its theological

framework, there has really been no alternative to John Locke's cau-

tious speculation, later known as "Locke's suggestion": God might
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have chosen to "superadd to matter a faculty of thinking" just as he

"annexed effects to motion which we can in no way conceive motion

able to produce" — notably the property of attraction at a distance,

a revival of occult properties, many leading scientists argued (with

Newton's partial agreement).

In this context the emergence thesis was virtually inescapable,

in various forms:

For the eighteenth century: "the powers of sensation or

perception and thought" are properties of"a certain

organized system ofmatter"; properties "termed mental"

are "the result [of the] organical structure" of the brain

and "the human nervous system" generally.

A century later, Darwin asked rhetorically why "thought,

being a secretion of the brain," should be considered

"more wonderful than gravity, a property of matter.""

Today, the study of the brain is based on the thesis that "Things

mental, indeed minds, are emergent properties of brains."

Throughout, the thesis is essentially the same, and should not be

contentious: it is hard to imagine an alternative in the post-Newtonian

world.

The working scientist can do no better than to try to construct

"bodies of doctrine" for various aspects of the world, and seek to unify

them, recognizing that the world is not intelligible to us in anything

like the way the pioneers of modern science hoped, and that the goal

is unification, not necessarily reduction. As the history of the sciences

clearly reveals, one can never guess what surprises lie ahead.

It is important to recognize that Cartesian dualism was a rea-

sonable scientific thesis, but one that disappeared three centuries ago.

There has been no mind—body problem to debate since. The thesis
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did not disappear because of inadequacies of the Cartesian concept of

mind, but because the concept of body collapsed with Newton's de-

molition of the mechanical philosophy. It is common today to ridicule

"Descartes's error" in postulating mind, his "ghost in the machine."

But that mistakes what happened: Newton exorcized the machine; the

ghost remained intact. Two contemporary physicists, Paul Davies and

John Gribbin, close their recent book The Matter Myth by making that

point once again, though they misattribute the elimination of the ma-

chine: to the new quantum physics. True, that adds another blow, but

the "matter myth" had been demolished 250 years earlier, a fact that

was understood by working scientists at the time, and has become

part of the standard history of the sciences since. These are issues that

merit some thought, I believe.

For the rejuvenated cognitive science of the twentieth century,

it is also useful, I think, to pay close attention to what followed the

unification of a virtually unchanged chemistry with a radically revised

physics in the r93os, and what preceded the unification. The most dra-

matic event that followed was the unification of biology and chemistry.

This was a case of genuine reduction, but to a newly created physical

chemistry; some of the same people were involved, notably Pauling.

This genuine reduction has sometimes led to the confident expectation

that mental aspects of the world will be reduced to something like the

contemporary brain sciences. Maybe so, maybe not. In any event, the

history of science provides little reason for confident expectations.

True reduction is not so common in the history of science, and need

not be assumed automatically to be a model for what will happen in

the future.

Still more instructive is what was taking place just before the

unification of chemistry and physics. Prior to unification, it was com-

monly argued by leading scientists that chemistry is just a calculating
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device, a way to organize results about chemical reactions, sometimes

to predict them. In the early years of the last century, molecules were

regarded the same way. Poincaré ridiculed the belief that the molecu-

lar theory of gases is more than a mode of calculation; people fall

into that error because they are familiar with the game of billiards, he

said. Chemistry is not about anything real, it was argued: the reason

is that no one knew how to reduce it to physics. In 1929, Bertrand

Russell –who knew the sciences well – pointed out that chemical laws

"cannot at present be reduced to physical laws";" not false, but mis-

leading in an important way. It turned out that the phrase "at present"

was out of place. Reduction was impossible, as was soon discovered,

until the conception ofphysical nature and law was (radically) revised.

It should now be clear that the debates about the reality ofchem-

istry were based on fundamental misunderstanding. Chemistry was

"real" and "about the world" in the only sense of these concepts that

we have: it was part of the best conception of how the world works

that human intelligence had been able to contrive. It is impossible to

do better than that.

The debates about chemistry a few years ago are in many ways

echoed in philosophy of mind and cognitive science today – and theo-

retical chemistry, of course, is hard science, merging indistinguishably

with core physics: it is not at the periphery of scientific understanding,

like the brain and cognitive sciences, which are trying to study systems

that are vastly more complex, and poorly understood. These very re-

cent debates about chemistry, and their unexpected outcome, should

be instructive for the brain and cognitive sciences. They suggest that it

is a mistake to think of computer models of the mind that are divorced

from biology – that is, in principle unaffected by anything that might

be discovered in the biological sciences – or Platonistic or other non-

biological conceptions of language, also insulated from important
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evidence , to their detriment, or to hold that the relation of the mental

to the physical is not reducibility but the weaker notion ofsupervenience:

any change in mental events or states entails a "physical change,"

though not conversely, and there is nothing more specific to say. The

pre-unification debates over chemistry could be rephrased in these

terms: those denying the reality ofchemistry could have held thatchem-

ical properties supervene on physical properties, but are not reducible

to them. That would have been an error: the right physical properties

had not yet been discovered. Once they were, talk of supervenience be-

came superfluous and we move towards unification. The same stance

seems to me reasonable in the study of mental aspects of the world.

In general, it seems sensible to follow the good advice of post-

Newtonian scientists, and Newton himself for that matter, and seek to

construct "bodies of doctrine" in whatever terms we can, unshackled

by common-sense intuitions about how the world must be – we know

that it is not that way – and untroubled by the fact that we may have

to "defer accounting for the principles" in terms of general scientific

understanding, which may turn out to be inadequate to the task of

unification, as has regularly been the case for 300 years. A good deal of

discussion of these topics seems to me misguided, perhaps seriously

so, for reasons such as these.

There are other similarities worth remembering between pre-

unification chemistry and current cognitive science. The "triumphs of

chemistry" provided valuable guidelines for the eventual reconstruc-

tion ofphysics: they provided conditions that core physics would have

to meet. In a similar way, discoveries about bee communication pro-

vide conditions that have to be met by some future account in terms

of cells. In both cases, it is a two-way street: the discoveries ofphysics

constrain possible chemical models, as those of basic biology should

constrain models of insect behavior.
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There are familiar analogues in the brain and cognitive sciences:

the issue of computational, algorithmic and implementation theories

emphasized by David Marr, for example. Or Eric Kandel's work on

learning in marine snails, seeking "to translate into neuronal terms

ideas that have been proposed at an abstract level by experimental

psychologists," and thus to show how cognitive psychology and

neurobiology "may begin to converge to yield a new perspective in

the study of learning."" Very reasonable, though the actual course of

the sciences should alert us to the possibility that the convergence may

not take place because something is missing— where, we cannot know

until we find out.

I have been talking so far about the first of the three theses

I mentioned at the outset: the guiding principle that "Things mental,

indeed minds, are emergent properties of brains." That seems correct,

but close to truism, for reasons understood by Darwin and by eminent

scientists a century earlier, and that followed from Newton's discovery

of "absurdities" that were nonetheless true.

Let us turn to the second: the methodological thesis, quoted

from Mark Hauser's Evolution of Communication: to account for some

trait we must adopt the ethological approach of Tinbergen, with its

four basic perspectives: (r) mechanisms, (2) ontogenesis, (3) fitness

consequences, (4) evolutionary history.

For Hauser, as for others, the "Holy Grail" is human language:

the goal is to show how it can be understood if we investigate it from

these four perspectives, and only that way. The same should be true of

vastly simpler systems: the "dance language" of the honeybee, to se-

lect the sole example in the animal world that, according to standard

(though not uncontroversial) accounts, seems to have at least some

superficial similarity to human language: infinite scope, and the prop-

erty of "displaced reference" — the ability to communicate information
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about something not in the sensory field. Bees have brains the size ofa

grass seed, with less than a million neurons; there are related species

that differ in mode of communication; there are no restrictions on in-

vasive experiment. But basic questions remain unanswered: questions

about physiology and evolution, in particular.

In his review of this topic, Hauser does not discuss mecha-

nisms, and the few suggestions that have been made seem rather ex-

otic; for example, mathematician/biologist Barbara Shipman's theory

that the bee's performance is based on an ability to map a certain

six-dimensional topological space into three dimensions, perhaps by

means of some kind of "quark detector." 13 On evolution, Hauser has

only a few sentences, which essentially formulate the problem. The

same is true of other cases he reviews. For example, songbirds, which

are "the success story in developmental research," although there is no

"convincing scenario" about selection — or even an unconvincing one,

it seems.

It should hardly surprise us, then, that questions about physi-

ological mechanisms and phylogenesis remain so mysterious in the

incomparably more difficult case of human language.

A closer look at Hauser's study gives some indication of the re-

moteness of the goal that he and others set — a worthy goal, but we

should be realistic about where we stand in relation to it. First, the

tide of the book is misleading: it is not about the evolution of com-

munication, a topic that receives only passing mention. Rather, it is a

comparative study of communication in many species. That is made

explicit in the comments in Derek Bickerton's review in Nature that

are quoted on the jacket cover; and in the final chapter, which specu-

lates about "future directions." The chapter is entitled "Comparative

communication," realistically; there is little speculation about evolu-

tion, a quite different matter. Rather generally, what Hauser and others
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describe as the record of natural selection turns out to be an account

of the beautiful fit of an organism to its ecological niche. The facts

are often fascinating and suggestive, but they do not constitute evolu-

tionary history: rather, they formulate the problem to be solved by the

student of evolution.

Second, Hauser points out that this comprehensive study of

comparative communication is "irrelevant to the formal study of lan-

guage" (an overstatement, I think). That is no small point: what he

calls the "formal study of language" includes the psychological as-

pects of the first two perspectives of the ethological approach: (1) the

mechanisms oflanguage, and (2) their ontogenesis. And what is irrel-

evant to psychological aspects is irrelevant to physiological aspects

as well, since anything that has bearing on physiological aspects

imposes conditions on psychological aspects. Accordingly, the first

two perspectives of the recommended approach ofTinbergen are ef-

fectively abandoned, for human language. For similar reasons, the

comparative study may be "irrelevant," in the same sense, to con-

temporary inquiry into bee communication, largely a richly detailed

variety of "descriptive linguistics." That seems a plausible conclusion:

a great deal has been learned about particular species at a descriptive

level – insects, birds, monkeys, and others. But little emerges of any

generality.

The "irrelevance" to human language is, however, far deeper.

The reason is that– as Hauser also observes – language is not properly

regarded as a system of communication. It is a system for expressing

thought, something quite different. It can of course be used for

communication, as can anything people do – manner of walking or

style of clothes or hair, for example. But in any useful sense of the

term, communication is not the function of language, and may even be

of no unique significance for understanding the functions and nature

oflanguage. Hauser quotes Somerset Maugham's quip that "if nobody
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spoke unless he had something to say, . . . the human race would very

soon lose the use of speech." His point seems accurate enough, even

apart from the fact that language use is largely to oneself: "inner

speech " for adults, monologue for children. Furthermore, whatever

merit there may be to guesses about selectional processes that might,

or might not, have shaped human language, they do not crucially

depend on the belief that the system is an outgrowth of some mode

of communication. One can devise equally meritorious (that is,

equally pointless) tales of the advantage conferred by a series of

small mutations that facilitated planning and clarification of thought;

perhaps even less fanciful, since it is unnecessary to suppose that the

mutations took place in parallel in the group — not that I am proposing

this or any other story. There is a rich record of the unhappy fate

of highly plausible stories about what might have happened, once

something was learned about what did happen — and in cases where

far more is understood.

In the same connection, it is noteworthy that human language

does not even appear in Hauser's "taxonomy of communicative in-

formation" (mating, survival, identity of caller). Language can surely

be used for alarm calls, identification of speaker, and so on, but to

study the functioning of language in these terms would be hopelessly

misleading.

A related difficulty is that Hauser restricts the functional per-

spective to "adaptive solutions." That sharply limits the study of evo-

lution, a point that Darwin forcefully emphasized and is now much

better understood. In fact, Hauser cites case after case of traits that

have no adaptive function, so he argues — appearing only in contrived

situations with no counterpart in nature.

These matters are barely discussed; what I have cited are scat-

tered remarks, a sentence here and there. But they indicate the immen-

sity of the gaps that we must contemplate if we take the ethological
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perspective seriously — as of course we should, so I believe, and have

been arguing for fortyyears. 14 Hauser's speculations about some future

inquiry into the evolution of human language highlight the mystery.

He refers to the two familiar basic problems: it is necessary to account

for (r) the massive explosion of the lexicon, and (2) the recursive sys-

tem for generating an infinite variety of meaningful utterances. For the

latter, no speculation is offered. As for (t), Hauser reports that there

is nothing analogous in the animal kingdom, including his own spe-

cialty (non-human primates). He observes that a precondition for the

explosion of the lexicon is an innate human capacity to imitate, which

he finds to be fundamentally different from anything in the animal

world, perhaps unique. He was able to find only one possible excep-

tion: apes subjected to training. His conclusion is that "certain features

of the human environment are required for engaging the capacity to

imitate in apes," which, if true, would seem to imply that the capacity

is not the result of the adaptive selection to which he and others insist

we must restrict ourselves in studying evolution. As for the origins of

the human capacity to imitate, he points out that we know nothing

and may never be able to find out when — or for that matter how — it

appeared in hominid evolution.

Furthermore, like many others, Hauser seriously underesti-

mates the ways in which the human use of words to refer differs in

its essential structural and functional properties from the rare exam-

ples of "referential signals" in other species, including some mon-

keys (possibly some apes, though the evidence, he says, is uncertain),

a matter that goes well beyond the issues of displaced and situation-

free reference. And he also seriously overstates what has been shown.

Thus, citing some of Darwin's cautious speculations, he writes that

"we thus learn two important lessons" about "human language evo-

lution": that "the structure and function of human language can be
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accounted for by natural selection," and that "the most impressive

link between human and nonhuman-animal forms ofcommunication

lies in the ability to express emotional state." Similarly, Steven Pinker

"shows how a Darwinian account of language evolution is the only

possible account,. .. because natural selection is the only mechanism

that can account for the complex design features of a trait such as

language " ( my emphasis). It would be remarkable if something had

been "shown" about the evolution of human language, let alone the

vastly more ambitious claim cited; or ifwe could "learn" anything sig-

nificant from speculations about the topic. Surely nothing so amazing

has taken place. Cautious speculation and confident pronouncement

do not show anything, and the most that we learn is that there might be

a useful path to follow. Perhaps.

That aside, the conclusions that have supposedly been demon-

strated make little sense, apartfrom a charitable reading; uncontrover-

sially, natural selection operates within a space of options determined

by natural law (and historical/ecological contingencies), and it would

be the sheerest dogmatism to issue a priori proclamations on the role

of these factors in what comes to pass. That is true whether we are

considering the appearance of the Fibonacci series in nature, or hu-

man language, or anything else in the biological world. What has been

"shown" or "persuasively argued" is that natural selection is plausibly

taken to be a primary factor in evolution, as Darwin argued, and as

no one (within the circles that Hauser considers) even questions; why

he has decided that I (or anyone) have insisted that "natural selection

theory cannot account for the design features of human language," he

does not say (and it is manifestly untrue, under the charitable reading

required to grant the statement some meaning). Beyond the generally

shared assumptions about natural selection and other mechanisms in

evolution, one tries to find out what took place, whether studying the
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eye, the giraffe's neck, the bones of the middle ear, mammalian visual

systems, human language, or anything else. Confident pronounce-

ment is not to be confused with demonstration or even persuasive

argument.

Though I suppose Hauser would deny this, it seems to me that

on a close look, his actual conclusions do not differ much from the

extreme skepticism of his Harvard colleague, evolutionary biologist

Richard Lewontin, who concludes – forcefully – that the evolution of

cognition is simply beyond the reach of contemporary science. I5

The remoteness of the proclaimed goals leads to what seem

to me some strange proposals: for example, that "the human brain,

vocal tract, and language appear to have co-evolved" for the pur-

poses of linguistic communication. Hauser is borrowing the no-

tion of co-evolution of language and the brain from neuroscientist

Terrence Deacon.' 6 Deacon argues that students of language and its

ontogenesis – the first two perspectives of the ethological approach —

are making a serious error when they adopt the standard approach of

the neurosciences: seeking to discover a genetically determined com-

ponent of the mind–brain and the state changes it undergoes through

experience and maturation. They have overlooked a more promising

alternative: "that the extra support for language learning," beyond the

data of experience, "is vested neither in the brain of the child nor in the

brains of parents or teachers, but outside brains, in language itself."

Language and languages are extra-human entities with a remarkable

"capacity . . . to evolve and adapt with respect to human hosts." These

creatures are not only extra-human, but apparently outside the biolog-

ical world altogether.

What are these strange entities, and where did they come from?

What they are is left unstated, except that they have evolved to incor-

porate the properties of language that have been mistakenly attributed
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to the brain. Their origin is no less mysterious, though once they

somehow appeared, "the world's languages evolved spontaneously,"

through natural selection, in a "flurry ofadaptation" that has "been go-

ing on outside the human brain." They have thereby "become better and

better adapted to people" – like parasites and hosts, or perhaps prey

and predator in the familiar cycle of co-evolution; or perhaps viruses

provide the best analogy, he suggests. We also derive an account of

languag
e universals: they have "emerged spontaneously and indepen-

dently in each evolving language . . . They are convergent features of lan-

guage evolution," like the dorsal fins of sharks and dolphins. Having

evolved spontaneously and acquired the universal properties of lan-

guage by rapid natural selection, one of these extra-human creatures

attaches itself to my granddaughter in New England, and a different

one to my granddaughter in Nicaragua – actually she is infected by two

of these mysterious viruses. It is a mistake to seek an explanation of

the outcome in these and all other cases by investigating the interplay

of experience and innate structure of the brain; rather, the right par-

asites attach themselves to hosts in a particular community in some

mystical fashion – by a "magician's trick," to borrow Deacon's term

for the ordinary assumptions of naturalistic science – yielding their

knowledge of specific languages.

Deacon agrees, ofcourse, that infants are "predisposed to learn

human languages" and "are strongly biased in their choices" of "the

rules underlying language," acquiring within a few years "an im-

mensely complex rule system and a rich vocabulary" at a time when

they cannot even learn elementary arithmetic. So there is "something

special about human brains that enables us to do with ease what no

other species can do even minimally without intense effort and re-

markably insightful training." But it is a mistake to approach these

predispositions and special structures of the brain the way we do other
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aspects of nature – the visual system, for example; no one would pro-

pose that insect and mammalian visual organs evolved spontaneously

by rapid natural selection and now attach themselves to hosts, yielding

the visual capacities of bees and monkeys; or that the waggle dance of

bees or the calls of vervets are organism-external parasites that have

co-evolved to provide the capacities of the host. But in the special case

of human language, we are not to pursue the normal course of the nat-

ural sciences, seeking to determine the nature of the "predispositions"

and "special structures" and the ways they are realized in brain mech-

anisms (in which case the extra-organic entities that have co-evolved

with language vanish from the scene).

Since in this unique case extra-organic "viruses" have evolved

that attach themselves to hosts in just the right way, we need not at-

tribute to the child more than a "general theory of learning." So we

discover once we overcome the surprising failure of linguists and psy-

chologists to recognize that the languages of the world – in fact, the

possible languages that are as yet unspoken – may have evolved spon-

taneously, outside of brains, coming to "embody the predispositions

of children's minds" by natural selection.

There is, I think, a sense in which Deacon's proposals are on the

right track. The idea that a child needs no more than a "general theory

of learning" to attain language and other cognitive states can be sus-

tained only with quite heroic moves. That is a basic thrust of the third

of the framework theses introduced at the outset, to which we return

directly. Much the same conclusion is illustrated by the extraordinar-

ily rich innatist and modular assumptions embedded within attempts

to implement what are often misleadingly presented as unstructured

general learning theories, and the no less extraordinary assumptions

about innate structure built into approaches based on speculative evo-

lutionary scenarios that explicitly assume extreme modularity.` ?
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The only real problem, Deacon argues, is "symbolic reference."

The rest will somehow fall into place if we account for this in evo-

lutionary terms. How the rest falls into place is not discussed. But

perhaps that does not matter, because "symbolic reference" is also left

as a complete mystery, in part because of failure to attend to its most

elementary properties in human language.

I have been giving quotes, because I have no idea what this

means. And understanding is not facilitated by an account of"linguis-

tics " (including views attributed to me) that is unrecognizable, with

allusions so vague that it is often hard even to guess what might have

been the source of the misunderstanding (sometimes it is easy; e.g.,

misunderstanding of terminology used in a technical sense, such as

"competence"). Whatever the meaning may be, the conclusion seems

to be that it is an error to investigate the brain to discover the nature

of human language; rather, studies of language must be about the

extra-biological entities that co-evolved with humans and somehow

"latch on" to them. These proposals have been highly acclaimed by

prominent evolutionary psychologists and biologists, but I do not see

why. Taken at all seriously, they seem only to reshape standard prob-

lems of science as utter mysteries, placing them beyond any hope of

understanding, while barring the procedures of rational inquiry that

have been taken for granted for hundreds ofyears.

Returning to the methodological thesis that we should adopt

an ethological approach, it is reasonable enough in principle, but the

ways it is pursued raise many questions. As far as I can see, the renewed

call to pursue this approach, as advocated forty years ago in the criti-

cal literature on "behavioral science," leaves us about where we were.

We can study the genetically determined component of the brain –

and maybe more than the brain – that is dedicated to the structure

and use of language, and the states it attains (the various languages),
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and we can investigate the process by which the state changes take

place (language acquisition). We can try to discover the psychologi-

cal and physiological mechanisms and principles, and to unify them,

standard problems of science. These inquiries constitute the first two

perspectives of the ethological approach: the study of mechanisms

and ontogenesis. Turning to the third perspective, the functional per-

spective, we can investigate the use of language by the person who

has attained a particular state, though the restriction to effects on sur-

vival and reproduction is far too narrow, if we hope to understand

much about language. The fourth perspective — phylogenesis — seems

a remote prospect at best, and does not seem much advanced by the

comparative study of communication, a wholly different matter.

Let us turn finally to the third thesis I mentioned, quoting

Gallistel: the substantive thesis that in all animals, learning is based

on specialized mechanisms, "instincts to learn" in specific ways; what

Tinbergen called "innate dispositions to learn. "18 These "learning

mechanisms" can be regarded as "organs within the brain [that] are

neural circuits whose structure enables them to perform one partic-

ular kind of computation," as they do more or less reflexively apart

from "extremely hostile environments." Human language acquisition

is instinctive in this sense, based on a specialized "language organ."

This "modular view of learning" Gallistel takes to be "the norm these

days in neuroscience." He argues that this framework includes what-

ever is fairly well understood, including conditioning, insofar as it is

a real phenomenon. "To imagine that there exists a general purpose

learning mechanism in addition to all these problem-specific learn-

ing mechanisms . . . is like trying to imagine the structure of a general

purpose organ, the organ that takes care of problems not taken care

of by adaptively specialized organs like the liver, the kidney, the heart

and the lungs," or a "general purpose sensory organ, which solves
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the problem of sensing" for the cases not handled by the eye, the ear,

and other specialized sensory organs. Nothing like that is known in

biology : "Adaptive specialization of mechanism is so ubiquitous and

so obvious in biology, at every level of analysis, and for every kind of

function, that no one thinks it necessary to call attention to it as a gen-

eral principle about biological mechanisms." Accordingly, "it is odd

but true that most past and contemporary theorizing about learning"

departs so radically from what is taken for granted in the study of

organis ms — a mistake, he argues.

As far as I know, the approach Gallistel recommends is sound;

in the special case of language, it seems to me to be adopted by all

substantive inquiry, at least tacitly, even when that is heatedly denied.

It is hard to avoid the conclusion that a part of the human biological

endowment is a specialized "language organ," the faculty oflanguage

(FL). Its initial state is an expression of the genes, comparable to the

initial state of the human visual system, and it appears to be a common

human possession to close approximation. Accordingly, a typical child

will acquire any language under appropriate conditions, even under

severe deficit and in "hostile environments." The initial state changes

under the triggering and shaping effect of experience, and internally

determined processes of maturation, yielding later states that seem

to stabilize at several stages, finally at about puberty. We can think

of the initial state of FL as a device that maps experience into state L

attained: a "language acquisition device" (LAD). The existence of such

a LAD is sometimes regarded as controversial, but it is no more so

than the (equivalent) assumption that there is a dedicated "language

module" that accounts for the linguistic development of an infant as

distinct from that of her pet kitten (or chimpanzee, or whatever),

given essentially the same experience. Even the most extreme "radi-

cal behaviorist" speculations presuppose (at least tacitly) that a child
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can somehow distinguish linguistic materials from the rest of the

confusion around it, hence postulating the existence ofFL (— LAD); t
9

and as discussion of language acquisition becomes more substan-

tive, it moves to assumptions about the language organ that are more

rich and domain specific, without exception to my knowledge. That

includes the acquisition of lexical items, which turn out to have

rich and complex semantic structure, even the simplest of them.

Knowledge of these properties becomes available on very limited evi-

dence and, accordingly, would be expected to be essentially uniform

among languages; and is, as far as is known.

Here we move to substantive questions within the first three

perspectives of the ethological approach, though again without re-

stricting inquiry into language use to fitness consequences: survival

and reproduction. We can inquire into the fundamental properties of

linguistic expressions, and their use to express thought, sometimes

to communicate, and sometimes to think or talk about the world. In

this connection, comparative animal research surely merits attention.

There has been important work on the problem ofrepresentation in a va-

riety of species. Gallistel introduced a compendium of review articles

on the topic a few years ago by arguing that representations play a key

role in animal behavior and cognition; here "representation" is un-

derstood as isomorphism, a one-to-one relation between mind—brain

processes and "an aspect ofthe environment to which these processes

adapt the animal's behavior" — e.g. when an ant represents the corpse

of a conspecific by its odor. 20 It is a fair question whether, or how, the

results relate to the mental world of humans; in the case of language,

to what is called "phonetic" or "semantic representation."

As noted, from the biolinguistic point of view that seems to me

appropriate — and tacitly adopted in substantive work— we can think of

a particular language L as a state of FL. L is a recursive procedure that
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generates an infinity of expressions. Each expression can be regarded

as a collection of information for other systems of the mind–brain.

The traditional assumption, back to Aristotle, is that the information

falls into two categories, phonetic and semantic; information used,

respectively, by sensorimotor systems and conceptual–intentional sys-

tems – the latter "systems of thought," to give a name to something

poorly understood. That could well be a serious oversimplification,

but let us keep to the convention. Each expression, then, is an internal

object consisting of two collections of information: phonetic and se-

mantic. These collections are called "representations," phonetic and

semantic representations, but there is no isomorphism holding be-

tween the representations and aspects of the environment. There is no

pairing of internal symbol and thing represented, in any useful sense.

On the sound side, this is taken for granted. It would not be false

to say that an element of phonetic representation – say the internal el-

ement /bal in my language – picks out a thing in the world, namely

the sound BA. But that would not be a helpful move, and it is never

made. Rather, acoustic and articulatory phonetics seek to understand

how the sensorimotor system uses the information in the phonetic

representation to produce and interpret sounds, no trivial task. One

can think of the phonetic representation as an array of instructions

for the sensorimotor systems, but a particular element of the internal

representation is not paired with some category of events in the outside

world, perhaps a construction based on motions ofmolecules. Similar

conclusions seem to me appropriate on the meaning side. It has been

understood at least since Aristotle that even the simplest words incor-

porate information of many different kinds: about material constitu-

tion, design and intended use, origin, gestalt and causal properties,

and much more. These topics were explored in some depth during

the cognitive revolution of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
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though much of the work, even including the well-studied British em-

piricist tradition from Hobbes to Hume, remains little known outside

of historical scholarship. The conclusions hold for simple nouns,

count and mass – "river," "house," "tree," "water," personal and place

names – the "purest referential terms" (pronouns, empty categories),

and so on; and the properties become more intricate as we turn to

elements with relational structure (verbs, tense and aspect, ...), and

of course far more so as we move on to more complex expressions.

As to how early in ontogenesis these complex systems of knowledge

are functioning, little is known, but there is every reason to suppose

that the essentials are as much a part of the innate biological en-

dowment as the capacity for stereoscopic vision or specific kinds of

motor planning, elicited in considerable richness and specificity on

the occasion of sense, in the terminology of the early modern scien-

tific revolution.

There seems nothing analogous in the rest of the animal world,

even at the simplest level. It is doubtless true that the massive explo-

sion of lexicon, and symbolic representation, are crucial components

of human language, but invoking imitation or symbol–thing corre-

spondence does not carry us very far, and even those few steps could

well be on the wrong track. When we turn to the organization and gen-

eration of representations, analogies break down very quickly beyond

the most superficial level.

These properties of language are almost immediately obvious

on inspection – which is not to say that they are deeply investigated or

well understood; they are not. Moving beyond, we find other proper-

ties that are puzzling. The components of expressions – their features,

in standard terminology – must be interpretable by the systems that

access them; the representations at the interface with sensorimotor

and thought systems consist of interpretable features. One would

therefore expect that the features that enter computation should be
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interpretabl
e , as in well-designed artificial symbolic systems: formal

systems for metamathematics, computer languages, etc. But it is not

true for natural language; on the sound side, perhaps never true. One

crucia
l case has to do with inflectional features that receive no semantic

interpretation: structural case (nominative, accusative), or agreement

feature s such as plurality (interpretable on nouns, but not on verbs or

adjectives) . The facts are not obvious in surface forms, but are reason-

ably well substantiated. Work of the past twenty years has provided

considerable reason to suspect that these systems of uninterpretable

features are quite similar among languages, though the external man-

ifestation of the features differs in fairly systematic ways; and that a

good deal of the typological variety of language reduces to this ex-

tremely narrow subcomponent of language. It could be, then, that the

recursive computational system of the language organ is fixed and

determinate, an expression of the genes, along with the basic struc-

ture of possible lexical items. A particular state of FL — a particular

internal language — is determined by selecting among the highly struc-

tured possible lexical items and fixing parameters that are restricted

to uninterpretable inflectional features and their manifestation. It

could be that that is not a bad first approximation, maybe more than

that.

It seems that the same uninterpretable features may be impli-

cated in the ubiquitous dislocation property of natural language. The

term refers to the fact that phrases are commonly articulated in one

position but interpreted as if they were somewhere else, where they

can be in similar expressions: the dislocated subject of a passive con-

struction, for example, interpreted as if it were in the object position,

in a local relation to the verb that assigns it a semantic role. Disloca-

tion has interesting semantic properties. It may be that the "external"

systems of thought (external to FL, internal to the mind—brain) require

that FL generate expressions with these properties, to be properly
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interpreted. There is also reason to believe that the uninterpretable

features may be the mechanism for implementing the dislocation

property, perhaps even an optimal mechanism for satisfying this exter-

nally imposed condition on the language faculty. Ifso, then neither the

dislocation property nor uninterpretable features are "imperfections"

of FL, "design flaws" (here using the term "design" metaphorically, of

course). These and other considerations raise more general questions

of optimal design: could it be that FL is an optimal solution to inter-

face conditions imposed by the systems of the mind—brain in which

it is embedded, the sensorimotor and thought systems?

Such questions have been seriously posed only quite recently,

They could not be raised before there was a fairly good grasp of the

fixed principles of the faculty of language and the restricted options

that yield the rich typological variety that we know must be rather

superficial, despite appearances, given the empirical conditions on

language acquisition. Though naturally partial and tentative, such un-

derstanding has increased markedly in the past twenty years. Now

it seems that questions of optimal design can be seriously raised,

sometimes answered. Furthermore, the idea that language may be

an optimal solution to interface conditions, in non-trivial respects,

seems a good deal more plausible than it did a few years ago. Insofar

as it is true, interesting questions arise about the theory of mind,

the design of the brain, and the role of natural law in the evolu-

tion of even very complex organs such as the language faculty, ques-

tions that are very much alive in the theory of evolution at elementary

levels, in work of the kind pioneered by D'Arcy Thompson and Alan

Turing that has been somewhat at the margins until recently. It is con-

ceivable that the comprehensive ethological approach discussed ear-

lier might be enriched in these terms, though that remains a distant

prospect.
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Still more remote are the fundamental questions that motivated

the classical theory of mind — the creative aspect of language use, the

distinctio n between action appropriate to situations and action caused

by situations, between being "compelled" to act in certain ways or

only "incited and inclined" to do so; and in general, the question of

how "members of animal bodies move at the command of the will,"

Newton's phrase in his review of mysteries that remain unresolved,

including the causes of interaction of bodies, electrical attraction and

repulsion, and other basic issues that remained unintelligible, by the

standards of the scientific revolution.

In some domains, inquiry into components of the mind—brain

has made dramatic progress. There is justified enthusiasm about the

promise of new technologies, and a wealth of exciting work waiting

to be undertaken in exploring mental aspects of the world and their

emergence. It is not a bad idea, however, to keep in some corner of

our minds the judgment of great figures of early modern science —

Galileo, Newton, Hume and others — concerning the "obscurity" in

which "nature's ultimate secrets ever will remain," perhaps for reasons

rooted in the biological endowment of the curious creature that alone

is able even to contemplate these questions.
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